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Abstract

Usually, companies meet different customer needs in a particular domain by developing variants of a software product. This is often performed by ad-hoc copying and modifying of various existing variants to fit purposes of new one. As the number of product variants grows, such an ad-hoc development causes severe problems to maintain these variants. Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) can be helpful here by supporting a large-scale reuse systematically. SPL architecture (SPLA) is a key asset as it is used to derive architecture for each product in SPL. Unfortunately, developing SPLA from scratch is a costly task. In this paper, we propose an approach to contribute for recovering SPLA from existing product variants. This contribution is two-fold. Firstly, identifying common features and variation points of features of a given collection of product variants. Secondly, exploiting commonality and variability in terms of features to identify mandatory components and variation points of components as an important step in this recovering process. To evaluate the proposed approach, we applied it to two case studies. The experimental results bring evidence the effectiveness of our approach.
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1 Introduction

It is common for companies developing variants of a software product to accommodate different customer needs. These variants provide common features and differ from one another by providing unique feature combinations. A feature is “a prominent or distinctive user-visible aspect, quality or characteristic of a software system or systems” [1]. Companies develop separate product variants where a new product is built by ad-hoc copying and modifying of various existing variants to fit purposes of new one. Separately maintaining these variants causes challenges. Changes in the source code corresponding to common features (e.g., for bug fixing) must be repeated across product variants. Therefore, companies need to change their software development strategy by a transition to a systemic reuse approach, such as Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) to avoid such maintenance problems.

Reuse is a main characteristic of SPLE. It builds core assets consisting of all reusable software artifacts. SPL architecture (SPLA) is a key asset [2]. It is a core architecture that captures high level design decisions for SPL products, including the variation points and variants. These decisions concern in the organization of components and general rules that these components have to obey. Commonality and variability in SPLA (i.e., mandatory components and variation points (VPs) of components) globally originate from commonality and variability of customers’ requirements/features which are represented by feature model [3].

Developing SPLA from scratch is a costly task because it should encompass the components realizing all the mandatory and varying features in a particular domain. Therefore, it is useful to exploit product variants for reducing the development cost. Recovering SPLA from software product variants is not considered in the literature. Existing works support recovering software architecture from single existing software system [4]. In this paper, we present an approach to contribute for recovering SPLA from existing product variants. Our contribution is two-fold. Firstly, identifying common features and VPs of features as this organization of features represents the main source of commonality and variability in SPLA. Secondly, exploiting such identification to identify mandatory components and VPs components for SPLA. We adapt our previous component extraction approach (ROMANTIC) approach to extract components [5].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we give a necessary background in section 2. Section 3 detail the proposed approach steps. Next, section 4 shows experimental results and analysis. Sections 5 and 6 discuss the related work and conclude the paper, respectively.
2 Variation Points in Feature Model and Software Product Line Architecture

Development of SPLs mainly relies on exploiting commonality and managing the variability between SPL’s products to meet all customer requirements [3]. Feature Model (FM) is a well-known artifact to represent this commonality and variability in terms of features. Commonality refers to feature(s) that are a mandatory part of each product. FM offers three types of feature groups: XOR-Group (alternative), OR-Group and AND-Group (see Figure 1). Also, we consider all optional features fallen down from FM root as a single feature group called OP-Group. Each feature group represent a VP at the feature level. Such a VP is reflected in SPLA as a VP of components. An example to clarify the concept of VP in both SPLA and FM is shown in Figure 2. This figure shows all available alternatives for a customer to choose a phone that only supports color, high resolution or basic screen. It shows that each screen option is realized by a combination of two components and selection the appropriate combination is based on customer choose. Therefore, an explicit link between features and components is needed to bind variability in SPLA (VPs) according to customers’ needs.

Figure 1: FM of MobilePhone-SPL [6].

Figure 2: An Example of a Variation Point at Feature and Architecture Levels.

3 The Proposed Approach

As SPLA encompasses commonality and variability of customers’ requirements/features, we should first identify mandatory features (commonality) and VPs of features (variability) across product variants. Then, we need to exploit this commonality and variability in SPLA as mandatory components and VPs of components respectively. In our approach, components are extracted from the implementation of each group of features (i.e., mandatory features group and VPs).

Our proposed approach is organized into two phases. In the first phase, we identify mandatory features and VPs of features. This phase takes as input product configurations and feature descriptions. In the second phase, we identify mandatory components and VPs of components. This phase takes as input mandatory features, VPs of features and all feature implementations (as source code classes). This phase starts by extracting components from classes of each VP of features and from mandatory features group. Next, each feature is linked to its corresponding component(s) for binding commonality and variability at the architectural level in order to identify mandatory components and VP of components.

3.1 Identifying Mandatory Features and Variation Points of Features

We analyze the behavior of members of each VP across product configurations of a given collection of product variants. A product configuration is a combination of features supported by a product. This behavior represents a pattern of VPs. We propose algorithms to detect VP pattern by considering the definition of each type of VPs.

3.1.1 Basic Definitions

To explain our proposed algorithms, we use a FM inspired from the mobile phone industry (see Figure 1) to generate valid configurations [6]. We treat the generated configurations as product variants configurations. Table 1 shows all possible valid configurations that can be generated from FM in Figure 1. The check symbol (√) refers to the features
provided by each configuration. Before presenting our algorithms, we start by defining the key concepts which are shared among the proposed algorithms.

**Definition 1 (Feature List).** Feature list (FL) is a list of all unique features in all product configurations. All features provided by FM shown in Figure 1 represent an example of FL.

**Definition 2 (Feature Set).** Feature set is a tuple \( F_S = [sef, \overline{sef}] \) where \( sef \) and \( \overline{sef} \) are respectively the set of selected and not-selected features of a product [7]. Thus \( sef \cap \overline{sef} = \varnothing \) and \( sef \cup \overline{sef} = FL \). The \( P.sef \) and \( P.\overline{sef} \) respectively refer to the set of selected and not-selected features of a product \( P \).

An example of a \( FS \) is product \( P_{18} = \{\{\text{Call, SendPhoto, ReceivePhoto, PhotoExplorer, HighResolution, GPS}\}, \{\text{Basic, Color, Camera, MP3}\}\} \) in Table 1.

**Definition 3 (Feature Set Table).** Feature set table (FST) is a collection of \( FSs \). Each row in this table represents a product so that for every product \( P_i \) we have \( P_i.sef \cup P_i.\overline{sef} = FL \). Table 1 is an example of FST.

### 3.1.2 Identifying Mandatory Features

Mandatory features can be identified simply by comparing feature names of given product configurations (FST) to find features that are part of each configuration. Then, we prune FST and FL by excluding mandatory features from their contents.

### 3.1.3 Identifying AND Variation Points of Features

The behavior of an AND-Group of features across product variants seems like an atomic set that its members always appear or disappear together.

Based on this regular behavior, we start by intersecting pair-wisely all selected feature sides \( (P_i.sef) \) for all products in FST. This intersection aims at finding candidate sets that their members (features) may appear together. Of course, not each set represents AND-Group. Therefore, we pair-wisely check the members of each set against the semantic of the AND-Group. Any pair that does not respect this semantic is rejected. Consequently, each resulted set is either an AND-Group only consisting of two members or a pair of features that comply to a require constraint like HighResolution and Camera features in Figure 1. Therefore, we use feature descriptions to filter out pairs that comply to a require constraint by conducting textual matching between terms of feature descriptions. The idea behind using feature descriptions is that features that belong to the same group should have common terms in their descriptions. As a result, the remaining pairs represent only AND-Group consisting of two features. Then, we merge together pairs that have transitive relations to form AND-Groups of three or more members. Finally, we prune FST and FL by excluding AND-Groups members.

### 3.1.4 Identifying XOR Variation Points of Features

The behavior a XOR-Group members across product configurations imposes that the existence only one member in \( P_i.sef \) while the remaining members in \( P_i.\overline{sef} \). Based on this behavior, we propose Algorithm 1 to identify XOR-Groups of features. The main data structures are used through the algorithm are Multiset and HashMap (line 1). In lines (2-6), we assume that each feature \( (F) \) in FL is a member of a XOR-Group. Therefore, if \( F \) is provided by many products in FST, we obtain many sets corresponding to \( F \). Of course, not all elements of these sets have exclusive relations with \( F \). Therefore, we intersect all these sets to filter out irrelevant elements (features) as much as possible. After the intersection, \( F \) corresponds to a unique set. Then, \( F \) and its corresponding set is kept as an entry in a HashMap called ExRe. Each entry represents excluded-relation that takes the following formate \( [F \Leftrightarrow \{\text{set of features}\}] \). \( F \) represents the left-hand side (LHS) while its corresponding set represents the right-hand side (RHS). Figure 3 shows excluded-relations obtained from our illustrative example.

The elements of RHS of an entry in ExRe are a combination of features so that this combination may only consist of members of the same XOR-Group’s or it may include members of other XOR-Groups. Therefore, lines (7-14) check

### Table 1: Product Configurations of Mobile Phone SPL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Cq</th>
<th>Comp</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P0</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: we use in column labels the shortest distinguishable prefix of the feature names (e.g. Co for Color feature shown in Figure 1)
Algorithm 1: Identifying XOR-Group Variation Points

Input: FST, FL, Feature Descriptions
Output: XGF (XOR-Groups of Features)

1. XGF ← φ, //multiset
2. ExRe ← φ //HashMap
3. foreach F ∈ FL do
   4. foreach i from 1 to |FST| do
      5. if F ∈ P_i,sef then
         6. intersect ← intersect ∩ P_i,sef
      7. ExRe.put(F, intersect) //ExRe.put(key, value)
7. foreach entry En ∈ ExRe do
   8. Set RHS ← En.getValue(), count ← 0
   9. Set CurExRe ← RHS, add(CurExRe, En.getKey())
   10. if !(CurExRe ∈ XGF) then
      11. foreach feature f ∈ RHS do
          12. Set temp1 ← CurExRe, remove (temp1, f)
          13. if temp1 ⊆ ExRe.getValue(f) then
              14. count++
      15. if count = |RHS| then
          16. add(XGF, CurExRe)
17. XGF ← ApplyFeaDes(XGF)
18. Prune(FST, FL, XGF)
19. return XGF

Figure 3: All Excluded-Relations of FM in Figure 1.

3.1.5 Identifying OR and OP Variation Points of Features

Although the remaining features in FST are only OR-Groups and OP-Groups, the identification of their members is a challenge because the behavior of members of these groups is arbitrarily. For the identification of OP-Groups, we completely rely on feature descriptions. We consider features that have common keywords in their descriptions belong to the same OR-Group. In this way, we can identify OR-Groups. After identifying OR-Groups, the remaining features represent the members of a single OP-Group.

3.2 Identifying Mandatory Components and Variation Points of Components

3.2.1 Component Extraction

In our approach, a component is extracted based on ROMANTIC approach as a cluster of classes. ROMANTIC is applied to source code classes implementing mandatory features, AND-Group, XOR-Group, OR-Group and OP-Group. Such an application respects the components organization in SPLA (i.e., mandatory components and VPs of components). Components that are extracted from the implementation of mandatory features constitute the mandatory components while components extracted from each feature group constitute members of a VP in SPLA.

The implementations of feature group may have shared source code classes. Such classes are not specific to a certain feature group and they implement features having cross cutting behavior across all other features. Therefore, we determine such classes and then we apply ROMANTIC to these classes as a group. The extracted components represent a group of component called Shared-Com. They are not specific for a certain VP in SPLA. The selection of these components for products development depends on the selection of their associated features.

3.2.2 Recovering Feature-to-Component Traceability Links

From the previous step, we notice that components of a VP are not necessary having the semantic of that VP. For example, consider that F1 and F2 are two features which belong
to XOR-Group, and components extracted from the source code implementing this group are [com1, com2, com3 and com4]. Also, assume that the first three components implement F1 while com4 implements F2. In this case the relation among the first three components is not exclusive although they belong to exclusive VP. This is because the mapping between components and features is many-to-many [3]. This means that a feature’s implementation may be scattered over more than one component inside a VP and also a component may implement more than one feature. This mapping should be considered during the creation of VPs through establishing explicit links between features and their corresponding components in SPLA. These links are useful for binding variability in SPLA. Such links determine a combination of components inside each VP so that each combination represents a variant of that VP. Determining variants of each VP in SPLA is important to specify the constraints among components.

Such traceability links between features and components can be established by exploiting the transitive relation between features and components through source code classes. A feature is implemented by classes and a component is composed of classes. Therefore, classes are a shared element between features and components, which allow linking them together. After such linking, it is normal to have shared components between all features belonging to the same VP due to the many-to-many mapping between features and components. Therefore, these components are not specific to a certain feature but they are related to the parent of those features and form a parent of VP of components in SPLA.

4 Experimental Results and Evaluation

We organize our evaluation into two parts. In the first part, we evaluate the algorithms used to identify mandatory features and VPs of features. In the second part, we evaluate the identification of mandatory components and VPs of components.

4.1 Case Studies

To evaluate our approach, we apply it to two case studies: ArgoUML-SPL and MobileMedia. ArgoUML-SPL is the SPL for the UML modeling tool ArgoUML. It is open source JAVA application and provides nine features. These features are organized as a mandatory feature, an OR-Group and an OP-Group. It supports two features (Cognitive Support and Logging) that have crosscutting behavior through all other features [8]. We obtain the description of each feature of ArgoUML-SPL through its official website and manual instructions¹. Due to space limitation we can not be able to present ArgoUML-SPL’s FM. MobileMedia is a JAVA open source which manipulates multimedia on mobile devices. It was implemented in 8 subsequent releases. Each release represents a variant corresponds to an evolutionary step of the system development. We only consider releases (1-3 and 5-6) due to the nature of the evolution, as features in excluded releases do not have the same implementation in these releases. The description of MobileMedia’s features are obtained by official website of MobileMedia², descriptions of its use cases and analyzing source code comments.

4.2 Validating the Identification of Mandatory Features and VPs of Features

As a base for evaluation, we match each VP identified by our approach with its corresponding VP in the focused FM. This matching is measured by using two metrics inspired from information retrieval field, namely Precision and Recall. Precision measures the accuracy of identifying members of a VP according to the relevant members of that VP. Recall measures to what degree the members of identified VP covers the relevant members of that VP. The relevant members of each VP are determined from the FM. All measures have values within [0,1]. Our proposed algorithms aims to achieve high precision and recall. We propose the equations 1 and 2 to adapt Precision and Recall in our context. IM_VP and RM_VP in these equations represent respectively Identified and Actual members of VP_i.

We randomly generate two sets from ArgoUML-SPL’s FM and three sets from MobileMedia using FeatureIDE tool. Each generated set has different size and it also covers all features shown in its corresponding FM. The set1 in all case studies represents all possible configurations can be generated from its corresponding FM.

\[ Precision(VP_i) = \frac{|IM_{VP_i} \cap RM_{VP_i}|}{|IM_{VP_i}|} \times 100\% \]  

\[ Recall(VP_i) = \frac{|IM_{VP_i} \cap RM_{VP_i}|}{|RM_{VP_i}|} \times 100\% \]

Table 2 shows obtained results by applying our algorithms to product configurations generated from FMs of case studies considered. In this table, we present Precision and Recall for each identified VP and average Precision and Recall for all identified VPs corresponding in each set of configurations. Highlighted rows refer to VPs that identified by our algorithms but they actually are not present in FMs of cases studies considered (false-positive VPs).

In MobileMedia case study, the proposed algorithms give 100% Precision and 100% Recall for each VP in both

¹http://argouml-spl.stage.tigris.org/ ²http://www.ic.unicamp.br/~tizzei/mobilemedia/
set1 (containing all possible configurations) and set3 (containing only 5 configurations). This is because these configurations have a high diversity of feature combinations to detect the behavior of members of each VP. In set 2, although the number of configurations is half of all possible configurations, the proposed algorithms fail to identify two VPs (OR-Group VP1, OP-Group VP1) and return two false positive VPs (XOR-Group VP1, XOR-Group VP2).

In ArgoUML-SPL, the identified VPs from set1 and set2 have the same Precision and Recall values in spite of set1 represents all possible configurations while set2 represents very small number of configurations. This is due to the fact that the FM of ArgoUML-SPL just offers two types of VPs (OR-Group VP1, OP-Group VP1) which means that we only rely on feature descriptions to identify these VPs and do not pay attention to the number of available configurations. We also notice that the algorithms failed to identify CognitiveSupport and Logging (their label is OP-Group VP1) as VP of type OP-Group but they are identified as OR-Group. This is because these features share keywords with all other features as they have a crosscutting behavior in all ArgoUML-SPL features. Therefore, (CognitiveSupport and Logging) are identified as members of OR-Group VP1. This leads to degrade Precision and Recall values of OP-Group VP1 and OR-Group VP1 as shown in Table 2.

4.3 Validating the Identification of VPs of Components

For space limitation, we present only the result of applying our approach to ArgoUML-SPL case study. We generate 7 products corresponding to the second set of configurations in ArgoUML-SPL (see Table 2).

Table 3 shows the identified mandatory components and VPs of components by applying our approach to the 7 products of ArgoUML-SPL code base. Parent Components column presents components that form the parent of a VP while Member Components column presents components that form members of that VP. In this table, we show for each VP at the architecture level its corresponding VP at the feature level. The name of the identified VPs of components in this table as a follows: OR-VP1 and OP-VP1. For components of OR-VP1, we notice that all names of parent components share the term “Diagram”. This means that they are not specific to certain feature (UML Diagram) but they may support all UML diagrams. By referring to ArgoUML-SPL’s FM, we can find out that the group of features corresponding to OR-VP1 is under title “Diagrams”. Consequently, our approach can distinguish between parent components and member components. For components of OP-VP1 which is corresponded to CognitiveSupport and Logging features, our approach identifies no parent components for this VP. This is because its components are only extracted from the implementation of (CognitiveSupport) while the Logging feature is implemented by external library (Log4J) [8]. From the names of these components, we can notice that they specific to CognitiveSupport because their names contain “Cr” term which refers to Critics supported by CognitiveSupport feature. For mandatory
components which are extracted from the implementation of mandatory feature (Class diagram), the names of these components show that these components implement this feature as their names contain the term “Classdiagram”. Of course, there is no parent components for mandatory components because there is only one feature. For components of Shared-Com, all components of this group related to only CognitiveSupport as their names include “Cr” term. This is expected because this feature has across cutting behavior through all other features. This means the implementation of this feature is shared among the implementation of other feature groups, which that represents the semantic of Shared-Com group. Consequently, our approach can extract and determine components that are shared between VPs of components (Shared-Com).

5 Related Work

The existing works support only forward engineering way for building SPLA. In [9], Sochos et al. propose to create SPLA based on FM. A strong mapping between features and components are established based on four transformations on the initial FM leading to SPLA. According to their approach components are developed from scratch to implement the transformed features. In [10], Trinidad et al. propose to automatically build a component model from a FM for developing dynamic SPL. They create for each feature a component and relations among features become relations among components. In [11], Zhang et al. propose to map feature to architectural components for building SPLA. In their approach, features are classified according to the variability type into mandatory and optional. In their approach, a component is created for each feature. The components of crosscutting features are implemented by object-oriented techniques while the components of non-crosscutting features are implemented by aspect-oriented techniques.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an approach for recovering SPLA from software product variants. Our approach focused on identifying mandatory components and variation points of components as an important step toward recovering SPLA. We analyzed commonality and variability across product variants in terms of features, as they represent the main source of commonality and variability in SPLA. In our experimental evaluation using two case studies, we showed that if we have small number of configurations with high diversity and precise feature descriptions, our approach achieves high precision and recall of identified variation points of features, and hence this leads to identify relevant variation point of components.
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